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ABSTRACT
We consider the distribution of real-time multimedia
content (e.g., radio or TV broadcasts) through multiple
aggregators. An aggregator is an intermediary content
provider that operates a pool of proxy servers to aggregate
content from sources and forward it to mobile hosts.
Aggregators package content into channels (e.g., CNN or
ABC) and offer them in various versions (e.g., using
different encodings) that differ in quality or price. Mobile
hosts receive channels via the wireless Internet, which
consists of multiple types of wireless networks (e.g. 802.11
and UMTS). At specific locations, mobile hosts can
connect to multiple networks simultaneously (e.g., in a
hotspot) and can thus potentially receive different
alternative versions of a channel from different aggregators
through different interfaces.
In this paper, we propose a control system that enables
mobile hosts to automatically deal with these (changing)
alternatives in a manner transparent to the mobile user. The
system’s novelty lies in the use of application-level
policies. They for instance define when to look for a
‘better’ version of a channel (e.g., if packet loss increases
to a certain threshold) and what constitutes ‘best’ based on
the user’s preferences. The policies thus define when and
how to adapt the reception of a channel to changes in
available resources or user’s preferences.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the near future, the fringes of the Internet will consist of
different types of wired and wireless networks that are
operated by different administrative authorities [1]. As a
result, mobile hosts will generally be able to receive
service from multiple networks of different operators, for
instance when they roam into a hotspot [2, 3].
At the application-level, the same real-time
multimedia content (e.g., radio or TV broadcasts) can be
streamed through multiple proxy servers, with mobile
hosts handing off from one server to another as a result of
mobility (e.g., because different proxy servers serve
different networks) [4-7]. This idea can be extended to the
distribution of channels through multiple aggregators [8,
2, 3]. An aggregator is an intermediary content provider
that operates a pool of proxy servers to aggregate content
from sources and forward it to mobile hosts [2, 3].
Aggregators package content into channels (e.g., CNN or

ABC) and offer them in various versions (e.g., using
different encodings) that differ in quality or price. As a
result, mobile hosts can potentially receive different
versions of a channel from different aggregators, possibly
through different network interfaces (e.g., in a hotspot).
A research challenge is to develop a control system,
which enables mobile hosts to automatically deal with such
a (changing) set of alternatives in a manner invisible to the
user [9]. We are designing such a control system based on
policies (i.e. “if-condition-then-action” rules). Policies are
rules that can be used by a controlling entity to constrain
the behavior of a controlled entity in a way that the
behavior of the controlled entity becomes aligned to the
goal of the policy [10]. Policies are commonly used in
network management, for instance to configure an RSVP
router [11]. The advantage of policies is that they can be
maintained in a central repository and then rolled out,
which enables policy-controlled entities (e.g., routers) to
be reconfigured with new policies (i.e., behavior) in a
flexible manner.
The novelty of our control system is that it uses welldefined application-level policies. This means that the
actions of the policy are enforced at the application-level.
An application-level policy could for instance read: if the
number of lost packets of a channel increases to a certain
threshold (the condition), then invoke an application-level
protocol (the action) to look for another aggregator that
can offer the channel, possibly on another interface. Other
application-level policies define when to handoff to
another aggregator, and what constitutes the ‘best’ version
of a channel based on the predefined user preferences.
Using these policies, the system can adapt the reception of
a channel to the capabilities of the Internet environment in
the vicinity of the mobile host (e.g., in terms of available
bandwidth), to the available resources of the mobile host
(e.g., available battery power), and so on.
Known policy-based systems for Internet service
control typically use network level policies rather than
application-level policies and focus on determining which
network (operator) provides the best service [12-15]. Wang
et al. [12] do however not use well-defined policies like we
do (i.e. rules with goals). Murray et al. [15] discuss the
selection of a best network for a mobile host according to
the current load on the networks. The selection in their
system is controlled by policy decision logic that sits in the
infrastructure, while ours only sits on mobile hosts. Clark
et al. [13] and Lee et al. [14] take a different approach to

determine the best service, which uses algorithms rather
than policies.
The rest of this paper is organized into four sections.
In Section II, we describe the environment for which our
policy-based control system is designed. In Section III, we
present the system’s architecture. Thereafter, we discuss
some of the policies that our system uses in Section IV.
Finally, Section V summarizes the state of our research
and explains our future work.
II. ENVIRONMENT
We consider an environment that consists of applicationlevel service providers that deliver real-time multimedia
content (e.g., radio or TV broadcasts) to mobile hosts in
the form of channels (e.g., CNN Radio or BBC
Television). We distinguish two types of providers: content
sources and content aggregators [8, 2-3]. A content source
is the origin of one or more channels and transmits them in
a mobile agnostic manner (e.g., unaware of the changing
IP addresses of mobile hosts). A content aggregator, on
the other hand, is specifically designed to serve mobile
hosts. It receives channels from sources and forwards them
to mobile hosts in a mobile and wireless aware manner
(e.g., it forwards channels in a way suitable for the limited
capabilities of mobile hosts). The proxy-like distribution
scheme via aggregators increases scalability in the absence
of IP multicast [16], which is important when channels
need to be distributed to a potentially large number of
receivers. Sources and aggregators primarily process and
forward application-level data units, typically in the form
of RTP packets [17].
Figure 1 shows an example in which source cnn.com1
distributes audio channel CNN Radio via aggregators
stream-it.com and multimedia-forward.nl. User Bob
receives CNN Radio either from multimedia-forward.nl
through the UMTS network of network operator connectyou.nl, or from stream-it.com through the 802.11 network
of hotspot.nl. The solid line between stream-it.com and
hotspot.nl indicates that stream-it.com is only available
through the 802.11 network. Similarly, media-forward.nl is
only available through the UMTS network.
An aggregator can deliver its channels in different
versions (cf., [4, 18]). This enables it to deal with different
user requirements (e.g., pertaining to cost or quality) and to
serve different types of hosts that connect to the Internet
through different types of wireless links. We refer to the
description of a channel version as a configuration (e.g.,
using SDP [19]). Each aggregator supports its own set of
configurations of a channel. For example, stream-it.com
could support various high-quality configurations of CNN
Radio (e.g., in ‘studio’ quality), while media-forward.nl
could only support medium-quality configurations of the
same channel (e.g., in ‘FM radio’ quality). Mobile hosts
can thus receive the same channel from different
aggregators at different configurations, possibly through
different interfaces (e.g., at point A in Figure 1).
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An application-level protocol [2, 3] enables mobile
hosts to request which versions of a channel are available
from the aggregators it can reach. A mobile host invokes
the protocol when it is looking for a ‘better’ configuration
of the channel it is receiving, for example when it moves
into a subnet (an aggregator with a better configuration
may appear) or moves out of one (aggregators may
disappear, which may result in a new best aggregator). The
assignment of a (new) IP address to one of the host’s
network interfaces (e.g., to Bob’s 802.11 interface at point
C), and the loss of packets or a decreasing signal strength
(e.g., of the 802.11 network at point B) could signal these
two events, respectively.
Figure 2 shows Bob’s mobile host querying mediaforward.nl and stream-it.com at point C of Figure 1 to
check which configurations of CNN Radio they support.
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Figure 2. Typical protocol interactions for discovery
and handoff.
Bob’s host sends a configurations request to stream-it.com
via its 802.11 interface (hotspot.nl), and a request to
media-forward.nl through its UMTS interface (connectyou). Analyzing the responses of the aggregators, the host
decides that stream-it.com provides a better version of
CNN Radio than media-forward.nl. It therefore hands off
to stream-it.com by sending a disconnect request to mediaforward.nl and a connect request to stream-it.com (or the
other way around). As a result, Bob’s mobile host now
receives the ‘better’ version of CNN Radio from streamit.com via hotspot.nl’s 802.11 network. The protocol’s
behavior is similar at points A and B, except that streamit.com becomes unavailable around point B. We have

implemented the protocol of Figure 2 using SDP [19] and
SIP [20].
As we will see in Section III, the selection of the best
aggregator and the trigger for querying aggregators is
policy-driven. Examples of other occasions at which the
mobile host could consult aggregators are when the host’s
battery power drops, when the available bandwidth on one
of the host’s network interfaces drops, when the user
changes his preferences and so forth.
III. ARCHITECTURE
We use policies (i.e., “if-condition-then-action” rules) to
flexibly define the behavior of mobile hosts roaming in the
environment of Section II. We adopt the policy framework
of the IETF [11, 21], which uses the concepts of a Policy
Decision Point (PDP) and a Policy Enforcement Point
(PEP).
A. Components
Figure 3 shows the high-level architecture of our control
system. It consists of a PDP, a PEP, a policy repository, a
resource manager, and a set of user preferences. In our
current design, the PEP, the PDP and the resource manager
are located on the mobile host.
Mobile
user
preferences
policies

decision

PEP

PDP

Policy
Repository

resource
information

Resource
Manager

Figure 3. Architecture of the policy-based system.
A PDP represents a controlling entity that applies policies
to control the behavior of a controlled entity (the PEP). In
our control system, the PDP persistently monitors the state
of the available resources and of the user’s preferences and
uses this information to evaluate the policies’ conditions. If
the circumstances are such that the “if” condition of a
policy becomes true, then the PDP decides to enforce the
actions defined in the “then” part of the policy. For
example, if the if condition of a policy says “packet loss
>= 20%”, and the action reads “invoke protocol” (to
discover new configurations, see Figure 2), then the PDP
will enforce the discovery action if the number of lost
packets of a channel exceeds 20% in a certain time
interval. Our PDP is also responsible for selecting the best
configuration according to the user preferences and the
current available resources.
A PEP represents the controlled entity upon which
policy decisions are being enforced (by the PDP), yielding
a constrained behavior of the PEP. A PEP therefore
receives directives from a PDP. In our system, the

application-level protocol of Figure 2 embodies the PEP
because it executes policy decisions such as “invoke
protocol” or “handoff smoothly” (also see Section IV).
A Policy Repository contains (inactive) policies
written in a policy specification language such as IRML
[22]. A policy repository allows policies to be flexibly
downloaded into a PDP, possibly at run-time. Another
advantage is that policies become platform independent.
In our system, the repository for instance contains
discovery policies (they define when to invoke the protocol
of Figure 2) and handoff policies (they determine how to
execute a handoff). We will elaborate on these and
additional policy classes in Section IV.
In our system, each policy has a goal (e.g., “high
viewing smoothness”), which is part of the specification of
a policy. To retrieve the appropriate policies, the PDP
matches the preferences (i.e., goals) of the user with the
goals of the policies in the repository. The PDP and the
PEP together realize the goal of a policy the PDP retrieves.
We expect that the policy repository will typically
reside in the fixed Internet, thus enabling a user to
consistently apply the same policies to all of his devices.
A PDP can generally use external information sources
to come to its decisions [11]. The external information
source in our architecture is the Resource Manager. It is
responsible for monitoring available resources, such as
availability of networks, available bandwidth, signal
strengths of networks, packet loss of a channel, and
available aggregators and configurations. The PDP
accesses this information by requesting it or by listening to
events from the Resource Manager (e.g., appearance of an
IP address of an interface).
B. Behavior
Figure 3 also shows the interaction between the
components of the policy-based system. PDP receives user
preferences from the user (arrow labeled “preferences”).
On analysis of the new user preferences PDP may decide
to retrieve new or additional policies from the Policy
Repository (arrow “policies”), that match with the new
goals of the user. PDP may consult the Resource Manager
(arrow “resource information”) for the available resources.
Having all necessary information PDP for example makes
a selection of the best configuration, which is inline with
the preferences of the user in price and quality level.
Finally, PDP sends it’s decision to PEP (arrow “decision”).
Figure 4 shows the system’s behavior when the user moves
towards and comes close to the point B, the figure 1. The
Resource Manager informs the PDP by sending an event
that, for example a packet loss is continuously increasing.
By receipt of the event the PDP evaluates the condition of
the discovery policy (1), if the condition is true, PDP
requests new information from the Resource Manager on
available resources at that moment (2) and makes a new
selection of the best configuration (3). Once the selection
is made, the decision is sent to PEP, which executes a
handoff (4) connecting the mobile host to the selected

aggregator (in this case media-forward.nl, see figure 1)
using the selected configuration.
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Figure 4. Example of system's behavior by receiving an
event from Resource Manager
IV. EXAMPLES OF POLICIES
The entire system goes through three phases (see Figure 2):
a discovery phase to send out config requests and collect
the responses, a selection phase to determine which
aggregator provides the ‘best’ configuration, and a handoff
phase to handoff to a ‘better’ aggregator (if any).
We distinguish policies for each of the above phases.
Discovery policies define when to invoke the protocol of
Figure 2; selection policies define which aggregator
provides the ‘best’ configuration of a channel based on the
user’s preferences; and handoff policies determine how to
execute a handoff.
In this section, we discuss a few examples of
discovery and handoff policies. We use “viewing
smoothness” as a goal. In our system, when the user
chooses high viewing smoothness as his preference, the
system provides seamless roaming by means of early
handoffs. If the user chooses moderate/low smoothness,
then system allows some data loss and glitches during the
handoffs.
To explain the effects of the policies, we consider the
situation in which user Bob (see Figure 1) is at point B
while receiving CNN Radio from stream-it.com through its
802.11 interface. We assume that the user has expressed
high smoothness of viewing video. According to this, the
policies with the corresponding goal have been
downloaded into (i.e. activated on) the PDP. These policies
could for instance look like this:
/* policy_type=discovery, exiting hotspot
* policy_goal=high_viewing_smoothness
*/
if (packet_loss >= 20% &&
receiving_interface == “802.11”) {
/* Invoke discovery */
run_protocol();
}

The discovery policy uses the degradation of the streams
that the mobile host receives as an indication that the
mobile host is moving out of the hotspot [23]. It provides
high viewing smoothness because it causes the PDP to
react proactively on packet loss: if the PDP detects that it
has lost 20% of the packets it received on the host’s 802.11
interface during a certain period, then it will decide to
enforce the discovery policy by ordering the PEP to run the
protocol (cf. Figure 2). If the user would have selected low
viewing smoothness, then the PDP would have
downloaded another discovery policy, for instance one that
behaves in a more reactive manner (e.g., using a packet
loss threshold of 80%). The discovery policy could also
have used the monotonic decrease of signal strength
instead of increasing packet loss.
The handoff policy realizes high viewing smoothness
by first connecting to a new aggregator on the overlay
network (e.g., media-forward.nl on the UMTS network),
and then disconnecting from the old aggregator (streamit.com on the 802.11 network). A handoff policy that
provides low smoothness could for instance do this the
other way around.
The policy examples also show that policies with
common goals can be combined to a more complex one
(thus also be decomposed in more elementary ones).
Policies may furthermore depend on another, in the sense
that they are not commutative during processing.
Independent policies may be processed in any order
without influencing the result. These research issues are,
however, beyond the focus of this paper [10].
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented the design of a control system, which
uses policies to automatically deal with different networks,
aggregators, and channel configurations. The system takes
the preferences of the user into account, thus allowing for
automatic adaptation without user involvement.
We are currently implementing a prototype of the
system in which the PDP, the PEP, the policy repository,
and the user preferences are co-located on the mobile host.
Next step is to design and implement the policy-based
system for a distributed scenario, where the PDP and the
policy repository are located on remote machines and the
PEP is located on the mobile host. The motivation to put
the PDP remotely is to reduce the complexity at the mobile
host, since some mobile devices are very small and have
limited capabilities. Furthermore, we plan to describe
policies in a policy specification language (e.g., in XML
[24, 25]) and to test our policy-based system in stationary
and roaming scenarios.
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